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Abstract: It is demonstrated that the key parameters that affect the performance of plain mortars are

volume instability, phase transformation, porosity, and permeability. Experimental results point at the major

role  of  porosity,  microstructure, and mechanical properties.  Three thermal zones are identified, low

(up to about 300°C), intermediate (about 300 to 600°C), and high (> 600°C). It is shown that in the low

thermal  zone,  the mechanical properties are about the same or better than those at room temperature.

The intermediate thermal zone is characterized by a moderate decline of mechanical properties, whereas

a rapid decline is registered in the high thermal zone. An experimental investigation was conducted to

evaluate the performances of mortar incorporating silica fume (FS) and exposed to temperatures up to

900°C. Mechanical tests (strength), porosity tests (mercury and helium)   and helium permeability tests

are undertaken. At a heating temperature of 900°C, the compressive strength as well as the tension

strength by flexion of not heated materials increase with the diminution of the water/cement ratio (E/C)

and with the addition of silica fume. Furthermore, the strength evolution versus the materials age depends

on the mode of cure and its duration. On the other hand, in the case of heated materials, a regression of

resistance  is  observed  and  it  is  far more important for the formulation containing the silica fume.

The replacement of cement by silica fume fall the porosity of not heated mortars of a considerable

manner, but the total specific surface of pores varies little. This porosity increases linearly with the

temperature elevation. Around 900°C permeability to the helium is quasi identical to these of ordinary

mortars and with silica fume.
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INTRODUCTION 

Usually the elements of concrete structure behave

well in situations of fire. However, the studies show

that in general the high performance concrete (HPC)

has a behaviour different from that of the ordinary

concrete (OPC) and that its fire resistance is lower.

One of the great risks which the BHP poses is

crumbling under the fire effect, which is due to this

weak water/cement ratio . Crumbling occurs at the[1 ]

beginning of the fire 

And can thus pose a risk for the evacuation of the

occupants and for the firemen. The busting of the

concrete causing a fast disintegration of the superficial

layers was observed in laboratory and under conditions

of real fire. It exposes the core of the concrete to the

temperatures of fire. It is attributed to the rise of the

pore water pressure during the heating. The very strong

water vapour pressure produced during the exposure to

fire cannot escape because of the low permeability of

the HPC. It often reaches the pressure level of

saturating vapour which is of approximately 8 MPa at

300°C . This internal pressure is often too strong for[1]

the HPC, whose tensile strength is approximately

5MPa.

The shrinkage observed in the case of the HPC

subjected to high temperatures is weaker than that

observed in the case of the OPC. This can be attributed

to the  fact  that  at high temperature the HPC

weakens and loses its resistance more quickly than the

ordinary concrete. The behaviour of the HPC exposed

to  fire and the crumbling is influenced by the

following factors:

C Initial resistance to compression: the concrete

having a resistance higher than 55 MPa are more

subjected  to crumble and it may be they resist

fire less;

C Moisture content: expressed in humidity (HR), it

influences the degree of crumbling. A higher rate
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of relative humidity causes a more significant

crumbling which is substantial when the HR is

higher than 80%;

C Density: crumbling is much more significant in the

case of the concrete with low density (light

aggregates). That is due to the fact that this type

of concrete contains more free moisture, which

causes a stronger vapour pressure during the

exposure to fire. 

C Intensity of fire: the fires characterized by high

rate of heating causes more crumbling to HPC.

Thus, hydrocarbon fires constitute a serious threat;

C Dimensions of the samples: the risk of explosive

thermal crumbling is related to the sample size

because dimensions of this one have a direct

relationship with the transfer of heat and moisture

within the structure;

C Conditions of loading: an element of structure in

HPC which supports a load will crumble more

than one part unloaded. In addition, more load is

large, less behaviour under fire is good;

C The type of aggregate: among the two aggregates

used usually to make concrete, the carbonated

aggregate (calcareous) and the siliceous aggregate

(quartz), it is the first which ensures the best held

with fire and the greatest bursting strength. That is

due to the fact that the aggregate carbonated has a

specific heat much larger. The greatest busting

strength. That is due to the fact that the aggregate

carbonated has specific heat much larger.

The literature reports that a loss of durability of

the HPC is observed with the excessive increase in

temperature. However, one notes a certain contradiction

of  results  for temperatures of about 50 to 200°C.

This is why; we undertake to study the effect of the

rise in the temperature on the durability of the HPC

prepared from local materials in ordinary building sites.

For this, we begin by a mechanical and physical

characterization of mortars heated to elevated

temperature.  

The  Majority  of the work dealing the durability

of materials and the structures are based on their

behaviour under the loading of service, and rarely

consider the effects of accidental solicitations on

residual  characteristics  of  materials  and structures.

In addition, the porosity, a physical parameter, can be

affected by the stresses mechanical, chemical and

thermal, remains the most important parameter in any

study of durability. The Changes in the microstructure

and composition of phases resulting from the effect of

temperature in the area of 20 to 800°C were explained

through experimental . The investigations have been[2]

realized using the mercury porosimetry. The phases of

2 3Ca (HO) , CaCO , C-S-H, and water not evaporable

micro porosity were studied. Based on the results, it

was  concluded  that occurs the following changes:[3 ,4]

additional grain hydration of cement remaining

anhydrous, recrystallization and carbonation of Ca

2(0H) , deformation and transformation of the structure

of the freezing phase C-S-H, non-linear growth of the

total porosity and  distribution of its dimensions. It was

possible to explain  that the additional hydration of[4 ,5]

cement remaining anhydrous and recrystallization of Ca

2(OH)  are due to the effect of the evaporation on the

surrounding phase (vapour released during the process

of hydration). Following the release of chemically

bound water of the phase HSC, it undergoes a

transformation . For temperatures below 600°C, it is[5]

unstable; for elevate temperatures, this transformation

2is stable, irreversible and that similar that of BC S.

The absence of correlation enters the quality of

water released from the cement paste and total porosity

in the range of temperatures from 100 to 300°C result

from the withdrawal that accompanies the departure of

the water in cement paste. The increase in total

porosity occurs in the area of 300 to 700°C and in

particular increases the number of large pores or the

formation of micro cracks resulting from phases of

cement and Ca (OH) 2.  Reduction of total porosity at

800°C could result from the beginning of fusion of the

cement paste hardened. Test results mercury porosity

on concretes with additions reported by X. Jigging[5]

showed that both the porosity than the diameter of the

pores increases with rising temperature of heating and

for all the types of concrete. This explains that beyond

a certain temperature of heating, we are witnessing  a

loss of strength  and  durability. This loss is much

more important in the case of concretes with additions

and increases with the rate of the proportioning of the

addition. In this study, we propose to measure the

porosity of mortars used in high performances coating

with elements of reinforced concrete structures

subjected to elevated temperatures that simulate a fire.

The 16*32 specimen of concrete with silica fume

heated at 900°C. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The cement used in this investigation is a CRS 55

(Algerian), whose mineralogical characteristics are
given in tables 1. Two types of adjuvant are used also:

médaplast SP40, a super plasticizing containing sulfonic
polynaftalene (PNS) delivered in liquid form and added

to mixing water, and médafluide SFR a water reduced
of density 1,18 and chlorine content lower than 1g/l.

The silica fume that was used is imported from
Canada. It is in the form of condensed powder which

chemical composition is given in table 2. From the
ingredients quoted above, two types of mortars were

prepared: an ordinary mortar and a mortar to which
were added silica fume and adjuvant. The formulations

of these mortars are given in table 3. The mechanical
tests were performed on 4x4x16 cm mortar specimen

(IN 196.1), but porosimetry and permeability tests were
performed on specimen of 2,5 cm in diameter and 2

cm height by using an Auto Pycnometer 1320 for the
determination of porosity and the permeability to

helium, and an Autopore 9220 for mercury
porosimetry.

Material of Mercury Porosimetry: The test M.I.P

(Mercury intrusion porosimetry), produced some results
which help to describe the pores structure of the

cement paste. The total porosity, total surface area,
average diameter of the pore by pore volume, pore

diameter by using the surface area and the average
pore diameter. These five parameters are calculated

from the distribution of pore volumes using the pore
volume and the surface area of the pore. The apparatus

used in this study is porosimeter with mercury
“Autopore 9220”, it is an instrument complete and

compact controlled by a fully automatic computer of
simple function, it allows the determination of several

parameters such as: size pores, distribution size pores,
specific surfaces, and pores family, apparent and

absolute density. The idea is to evacuate in the first
order the initially gases of the pores then to force

mercury in the sample by increase in the pressure.
(Mercury intrusion) the volume of mercury intruder and

the necessary pressure are recorded. The distribution of
pores volumes is given by:

Where: 

D = Diameter of the pore.
P = Pressure applied (generally higher than 114 Mpa).

S = Surface stress. 
B = Contact angle between the liquid and the wall of

the pore. It is taken equal to 130°.

Table 1: M ineralogical characteristics of CRS55 cement

Phase mineral % of NA442 

constituents constituent requirements

3Clinker C S 47 > 65%

2C S 36

3C A 3

4C AF 14

CaOL --

Regulator Gypse 5

of hold

Additive Pouzzolane 2 < 35 %

Table 2: Chemical composition of silica fume

FeSi 90%

2SiO 90 –96

2   3Fe O 0.2 –0.8

 2   3Al O 0.5 –3.0

CaO 0.1 – 0.5

M gO 0.5 – 1.5

 2  Na O 0.2 –1.0

 2  K O 0.4 – 1.0

C 0.5 – 1.4

Table 3: M ortar Formulation

Control M ortar + M ortier + 

mortar super plasticizer silica fume

Sand : 1350 g Sand : 1350 g Sand : 1350 g

Cement : 450 g Cement : 450 g Cement : 450 g

water: 225 g water:135g water : 135 g

--- Adj. : 1.5 % Adj. : 1.5 %

--- --- S  F: 10 %

w/c=0.5 w/c: 0.3 w/c : 0.3

Table 4: Physical characteristics of not heated m ortars

M ortar

Physical characteristics Control adjuvant Adj-FS

Cumulative volume (mm ) 62,51 52,120 35,313

Total specific surface (m /g) 4,03 4,45 3,422

Total porosity 13,47 11,35 7,96

Volumic density (g/cm ) 2,156 2,17 2,253

Apparent density (g/cm ) 2,491 2,45 2,453

Total volume of pores (mm /g) 61,81 46,80 34,123

Specific surface of pores (m /g) 4,03 4,4450 3,422

Table 5: Physical characteristics of heated mortars.

Heating temperature

-

Physical characteristic room 300°C 600°C 900°C

Total intrusion volume (ml/g) 0,067 0,083 0,087 0,105

Total pores area (m /g) 7,986 12,874 7,969 3,4052

Specific density (g/ml) 2,097 2,053 2,155 2,113

Apparent density (g/ml) 2,444 2,478 2,653 2,717

Total porosity (%) 14,2 17,18 18,77 22,24

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fire resistance of a structural element is evaluated

by the length of time that element continues to perform
its functions. It implies that the fire resistance is

referred to the element rather than the materials
comprising the element.

Each type of mortar were subjected to the various
types of test in two forms not heated and heated at

different temperatures. The not heated mortars were
tested at different ages. On the order hand, the heated

mortars were tested only for one age of approximately
80 days.
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Mechanical Tests: The 4x4x16 specimen were tested

first in 3 points bending until fracture, and the pieces
resulting from the rupture were then tested in

compression. The results of these tests are plotted in
figure 1-4. Figures 1 and 2 indicate respectively tensile

strength by bending and compression strength for no
heated mortars. 

While Figures 3 and 4, depict respectively tensile
and compression strength of heated mortars.

Through the diagrams of Figures 1 and 2, it
appears clearly that as well the tensile strength by

bending as the compression strength of mortars depend
on the type of mortars (ordinary or with additions) and

on the mortar age. First, it should be noticed that the
addition of silica fume increase resistance (in tensile by

bending and in compression) for no heated mortar.
However, this increase is relatively much more

significant in tensile (approximately 50% for tensile
against 30% for compression). This increase in

resistance would be the effect result of the additional
products of hydration generated by the pozzolanic

character of the silica fume. 
It should be also noticed that contrary to the

tensile strength which knows an increase much more
significant at early age (between 7 and 14 days), the

increase in the compression strength seems to be
regular.

As for the heated mortars and the effect of the rise
in temperature on the strength evolution (figure 3 and

4), the concrete strength (tensile and compression)
know a loss which increases with the rise in heating

temperature. In the case of the tensile strength, the loss
seems to be regular (quasi-linear).On the other hand, in

the case of the compression strength, one note a very
remarkable strength gain (between 25 and 300°C) for

the mortar with silica fume. Thus, the phenomenon of
strength gain for rising temperatures until 300°C

reported by Joss et al  is well underscored especially[6]

for  the case of the mortar with silica fume. The loss

of  strength is attributed in general to the damages
(inter cracking) caused by: dehydration, vapour pressure

and destruction of the products of hydration especially
in the interfaces aggregate/cement paste.   

Indeed, around 300°C the rate of heating is
gradually increased and the dominant features are the

release of evaporable and non-evaporable water from
the C-S-H and a notable endothermic peak that is

cantered at about 110°C. This peak corresponds to the
temperature in which ettringite and monosulfate give

off water. It is evident, therefore, that the thermal
resistance is increased as the W/C increase, and the

cement is rich in alumina and sulphate.  

Mercury Porosity Tests: It has been revealed that the
porosity is not the unique parameter affecting the

strength of concrete and many other factors such as

pore size distribution, micro cracks, interface, etc…,

are also important factors that determine mechanical
propreties of cementitious. However, porosity that can

semi-empirically describe the relationship between
strength and microstructure for porous materials is still

being studied.
We point out that two apparatuses of mercury

porosimetry were used in this study and two different
laboratories. Thus, a firt series of tests was carried out

on  mortars  not  heated  in  the laboratory of
professor  aitcine  (Canada).  As for the tests on

heated mortars, they were carried out for the mortar
with silica fume in CRD laboratory (algiers). The

pressure of measurement varies from 0,12 with 201
MPa and the selected contact angle is 130°. Before

carrying out the tests, the samples are heated in a
furnace at respective temperatures, 300°C, 600°C, and

900°C during one hour, and then at their exit of the
furnace, they are weighed and put in a desiccative

room until testing time.
The physical characteristics of the not heated

mortars measured by the use of the mercury
porosimeter are given in table 2. It should be noticed

that a replacement by 10% of silica fume dropped the
porosity from approximately 48% and the results of the

not heated mortars show that the use of the additives
dropped the mercury porosity from approximately

14.8% figure 5. 
This significant reduction in porosity is due to the

reduction in water/cement ratio, and to increase in the
volume of the hydration products by the pouzzolannic

effect of the silica fume. However, in spite of this
porosity reduction, the total specific surface of the

pores varies little. This means that the number of
micro-pores increased considerably in mortars with

silica fume. On the order hand, and for same causes
quoted above, the density increased with the addition

of silica fume. The evolution of the pressure and the
volume of mercury intrusion for the measurement of

the pores diameters can be represented by way of
illustration for the case of the mortar with silica fume

by figure 6 and 7 respectively. It is accepted that
mechanical properties of a material are always closely

linked to the microstructure. Thus, in certain degree,
the variation of pore structure reflects the deterioration

of concrete subjected to high temperature.
The figure 6 shows that according to the slope of

the curve of intrusion pressure, one counts three
families of pores: (0 à 0, 1µm), (0, 1 à 4µm) and

(>4µm).This report has any importance in front of that
which one can draw from the figure 7, where it

appears clearly that the volume of the micro-pores and
meso-pores represents the quasi-totality of porosity.

This consolidates the explanation which we advanced
before and who concern the relation between the total

specific surface of the pores and porosity.
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Fig. 1: Tensile strength for no heated mortars. 

Fig. 2: Compression strength for no heated mortars. 

Fig. 3: Tensile strength VS heating temperature. 
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Fig. 4: Compression strength VS heating temperature. 

Fig. 5: Porosity of the not heated mortars.  

As for the physical characteristics of the heated

mortars, they are summarized in table 2 the analysis of

these results can be made through their illustration by

figures 8-10. In figure 8, is represented the evolution

of the porosity of the mortar with silica fume (FS)

according  to  the  rise in the temperature of heating.

It is noticed that porosity increases in a quasi linear

way with the temperature. Thus, porosity at 900°C

represents approximately 1,5 times porosity at room

temperature. This would be due to an increasing

degradation of the  hydration  products and to internal

micro-cracking by the rise in the heating temperature.

As for figure 9, it illustrates the distribution of the

pores by increment of mercury intrusion volume

according to the rise in the heating temperature. This

figure shows several families of predominant pores (in

term of volume by size of diameter). This consolidates

the assumption well that we advanced in the case of

the not-heated mortars, where we counted three

families of pores. It also shows that at 900°C, the

predominance of the meso-pores and macro-pores

volumes is clearer than at lower temperatures. In fact,

one attends a translation of these families of pores with

the rise in the heating temperature. As for the increase

in the pores diameters, we already explained it by the

damage generated in the transitory zones (interfaces

aggregate-cement paste) and by the micro-cracking

generated by the water vapour. The figure 10 illustrates

the evolution of the pores diameters according to the

rise in the total heating temperature per increment of

specific surfaces of the pores. It shows that, whatever

the rise in temperature, the specific surface of the pores

always corresponds to micro- porosity. This wants to

say that in spite of the predominance of the volume of
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Fig. 6: Pores diameter evolution by function of mercury intrusion pressure.
 

Fig. 7: Pores diameter evolution by function of mercury intrusion volume.

the large pores, the total specific surface of the pores
relates to the micro-pores because their number which

is infinitely large compared with that of the macro-
pores.

Helium Porosity Tests: The samples were weighed

and put in desiccators until testing time. Only one type
of cement was used. The results of these tests are

represented by figure 11 which show that by rising the
temperature, porosity increases in an almost linear way.

At 900°C, porosity of ordinary and with silica fume
mortars  is  the  same  one.  It  is about 2,25 times

the porosity of ordinary mortar. It should be noticed

also  that  at  room  temperature  porosity  depends
on  water/cement  ratio  and  especially  on silica

fume addition. Thus a cement replacement by 10% of
silica  fume caused a reduction of 40% of porosity.

This porosity reduction is due also to a prolonged cure
of the mortars in water at the room temperature.

Bakker  reported that at a low temperature of cure, the[7]

hydration products are better dispersed and create a

blocking of the capillary pores. Thus, this type of cure
favours the hydration and gradually reduced capillary

porosity in spite of the lime release. In fact, hydration
products occupy more of the double of the initial

cement paste volume .[8]
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Fig. 8: Mercury porosity variation vs. heating temperature.

Fig. 9: Temperature effect on pores evolution by function of pores specific.

Helium Permeability Tests: The samples used for the

determination  of  helium  porosity  are those even

used for the determination of the helium permeability.

The results of these tests are represented by figure 12

which shows that at room temperature, the addition of

the silica fume reduced the permeability of 50%

compared to the ordinary mortar. The two types of

mortar (ordinary and with silica fume) saw their

permeability increasing until 300°C then to be reduced

again at 600°C. This new reduction of permeability

would be due to the temperature effect and the vapour

pressure, where the cavities walls made primarily of

hydratation products blocked the flow. In fact, at

300°C, the vapour pressure started to destroy the pores

walls and to cause a large connection between the

pores,  from  where  an increase in the permeability.
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Fig. 10: Temperature effect on pores diameter evolution of total pores specific surface. 

Fig. 11: Helium porosity vs. heating temperature.

As for the increase in the temperature at 600°C, it
caused more internal destruction which generated

significant closing and caused a permeability reduction.
Finally at 900°C, the various mortars present very

significant permeability in comparison with their values
at 600°C. We think that at this temperature, the

hydratation products burn and give place to a very
large porosity which is especially very connected. It

should be noticed that by rising temperature at 900°C,
the porosity have almost triplet whereas the

permeability multiplied by more than 2000 times. 

Fig. 12: Helium permeability VS heating temperature.

Conclusion:  The  results  of this study showed that
for  the  not  heated mortars, the addition of silica

fume Increase approximately tensile strength 50%
against 30% for strength compression for the two

mortars  types,  and  use  of  the additions dropped
the  porosity  of 14, 8% and one replacement by

10%of  silica  fume  dropped  from approximately
48%.  As  for  the  number of micro pores, it

increased  considerably  in  the mortars with silica
fume  and  their  volume represents the quasi-totality

of porosity.
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For the heated mortars, strengths (tensile and

compression) know a loss which increases with the rise
in heating temperature, porosity increases in an almost

linear way with the temperature. At 900°C, the
predominance of the meso-pores and macro-pores

volumes is clearer than at lower temperature. In spite
of the predominance of the large pores volume, the

total specific surface of the pores relates to the micro
pores from their number which is 

Infinitely  large  in front of that of the macro-
pores.

The greatest variation of the permeability starts
from heating temperature of 600°C for the ordinary and

silica fume mortars.
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